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Predicting yielding in attractive colloidal gels
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One of the defining characteristics of soft glassy materials is their ability to exhibit a yield stress, which can
result in an overall elasto-visco-plastic mechanics. To design soft materials with specific properties, it is essential
to gain a comprehensive understanding of the topological and structural failure points that occur during yielding.
However, predicting these failure points, which lead to yielding, is challenging due to the dynamic nature of
structure development and its cooccurrence with other complicated processes, such as local rearrangements and
anisotropy. In this study, we employ a series of tools from network science to investigate colloidal gels as a model
for soft glassy materials during yielding. Our findings reveal that edge betweenness centrality can be utilized as
a universal predictor for yielding across various state variables, including the volume fraction of solids, the
strength, and the range of attraction between colloids.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous soft glassy materials are prevalent in both
natural and industrial settings. These disordered systems typ-
ically show solidlike behavior until a critical point, known
as the yield stress, in reached under applied deformation
or load. Beyond this stress threshold, the material under-
goes irreversible microstructural events and starts to flow [1].
Considerable research has been conducted on attractive col-
loidal gels with low and intermediate solid volume fractions
as a model for soft glassy materials [2–8]. During a yield-
ing event under deformation, these space-spanning particle
networks undergo various microstructure changes, including
local rearrangement, structural anisotropy, and network rup-
ture [9–19]. The network may also experience stress-strain
inhomogeneities [11,15]. Furthermore, the microstructure un-
dergoes simultaneous reformation resulting in complex rate-
and time-dependent rheological behavior [20]. Despite these
complexities, a micromechanistic understanding of yielding
and the onset of flow has emerged. The localization of stress
and strain in elastically deformed particle-particle bonds, fol-
lowed by their rupture, causes the localized and irreversible
plastic rearrangements. These rearrangements facilitate the
relaxation of the particle chain or network [6,15,21,22]. While
we generally understand the sequence of local events leading
to overall yielding, we still have limited knowledge about the
specific characteristics of these local environments and the
early stages of yielding. As a result, the structural precursors
to yielding remain largely unknown. Therefore, it is crucial
to comprehend the bonds and particles that are susceptible to
these microscale rupture events and ultimately are responsible
for gel yielding. This understanding will facilitate the targeted
design of soft glassy materials with appropriate yield stresses.
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The rate-dependent rheology of colloidal gels in a quasis-
teady state can be characterized by considering the lifetime of
colloidal bonds [23]. However, during yielding, the lifespan
of a bond depends on whether the colloids sharing the bond
reside within the the bulk of gel structure or on its the surface,
and is thus not a reliable indicator of whether a bond would
break under applied deformation. In our most recent inves-
tigation of weakly attractive colloidal gels, the bond rupture
events were found to have a significant correlation with the
orientation and network centrality of the bonds [24]. In this
study, we explore various state variables, including attraction
strengths/range and solid concentration, to develop a com-
prehensive understanding of structural yielding predictions in
soft glassy materials.

II. METHODS

In this study, a system of monodisperse colloid parti-
cles with radii a = 1 in a cubic box with periodic boundary
conditions is simulated using the core-modified dissipative
particle dynamics (CM-DPD) method [16,24–26]. To conduct
studies at 0.2 � φ � 0.4 concentrations, a constant number
of colloid particles (nC = 10 000) are used with changing
amounts of solvent particles. The attraction between col-
loid particles is modeled using a Morse potential UMorse =
U0(2 exp−κhi j − exp−2κhi j ), where U0 and κ−1 are the depth
and range of attraction well. The range of attractive strengths
of 6 � U0/kBT � 20, representing weak to strong interac-
tions, with 7 � κa � 30 (or range 0.1a to 0.5a), representing
short- to long-range attractions are systematically varied at
a dimensionless kinetic temperature of kBT = 0.1. The sim-
ulations consist of two steps. First, colloid gel structures
are generated by running simulations under quiescent con-
ditions for approximately ∼300τD, where τD = πηa3/kBT
is the diffusion time of a bare colloidal particle, and η is
solvent viscosity. During this step, we ensure that a quasis-
teady structure is reached without significant alterations to
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FIG. 1. Stress-strain response of colloidal gel at Mn values of (a),
(c), (e) 0.2 and (b), (d), (f) 8.6. Data for U0/kBT = 6 at κa = 30 and
φ = 0.2 are taken from Ref. [24].

the microstructure. In the second step, the gels are subjected
to a simple shear flow with different deformation rates, γ̇ ,
using a Lees-Edward boundary condition [27]. Throughout
the study, the deformation rate is quantified as the ratio of
convective shear force to the attraction force, expressed by the
dimensionless Mason number Mn = 6πηγ̇ a3/U0 [23,28,29].
All simulations are performed using HOOMD blue [30], an
open-source molecular dynamics simulation toolkit.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The stress response for two different Mason numbers as
a function of applied strain is shown in Fig. 1. Regardless of
the applied Mn, shear stress generally shows an overshoot
followed by a rather long transient decay to a quasisteady state
value. The stress overshoot serves as a hallmark of yielding
behavior and the departure from the linear viscoelastic re-
sponse, while the long-time transient stress response indicates
the thixotropic restructuration of the system [15,21,31]. Note
that at low Mason numbers, Brownian forces can play a
significant role and screen some of the stress overshoot as
well [Figs. 1(a) and 1(c)]. This behavior aligns with findings

from previous experiment and simulation studies, where
stress overshoot is absent for very low shear rate, and rises
as shear rate increases [17,18,32]. Similar behavior has also
been observed in colloidal glass [33]. In the case of variable
strength with fixed κa = 30 and φ = 0.2, this stress overshoot
increases with strength, whereas the critical strain at the
maximum stress is unchanged [Fig. 1(b)]. The overshoot also
increases with κa with fixed strength U0/kBT = 12 and φ =
0.2, whereas the critical strain at the maximum stress shifts to
a lower strain value [Fig. 1(d)]. Finally, while retaining a given
strength and range, we examine the stress response for various
particle volume fractions, φ. Since there are more particle
interactions as φ grows, stress overshoot is seen to increase
dramatically, while the critical strain at maximum remains
essentially the same [Figs. 1(e) and 1(f)]. As a whole, this
demonstrates that the critical strain is determined by the range
of attraction, whereas the number of contacts and strength of
the attraction force determines the stress overshoot.

In their seminal work, Colombo and Del Gado proposed
the predominance of the bond rupture rate over the formation
rate serves as a criterion for the dynamic yield of attractive
gels [15]. We track the kinetics of bond formation and breakup
in the gel by having access to all colloidal bonds during
deformation. The interparticle bonds are dynamically formed
and broken throughout the simulation due to the combined
effects of thermal fluctuations, the natural affinity of parti-
cles to bond, and the shearing forces trying to rupture them
[15,34]. Figure 2 shows the average coordination number
relative to the quiescent value as a function of applied strain
for the same two applied Mason numbers. The total number of
bonds initially remains constant even under stronger shearing
forces (Mn = 8.6), but with large strains (γ > 0.1) they natu-
rally start to monotonically decline, indicating the fluidization
of the structure. On the other hand, nonmonotonic changes
are observed at lower applied deformation rate (Mn = 0.2),
which may indicate early compaction (for longer ranges of at-
traction or higher solid fractions) or initial breakage followed
by secondary structure formation (for short range attractions).
While the critical strain at which the total number of bonds
begins to decay is somewhat independent of the attraction
strength and marginally reliant on the volume fraction of
solids, it clearly trends toward greater strains as the attraction
range increases [Figs. 2(c) and 2(d)]. When comparing the
average coordination numbers in Figs. 2(a), 2(c), and 2(e)
vs 2(b), 2(d), and 2(f), it should be noted that at lower ap-
plied Mason numbers, the coordination number of particles
within the particle clusters can be large, resulting in an over-
all number of contacts that remains close to the gel state
despite significant structural and mechanical differences be-
tween these “flowing” aggregated structures and “unyielded”
gel structures. Additionally, even though the total number of
bonds does not drop at the start of deformation (γ � 0.1),
this does not imply that no bonds have been broken. The
number of newly formed and ruptured bonds per particle
for two different Mason numbers as a function of applied
strain is shown in Fig. 3. For small Mn = 0.2, the number
of newly formed and ruptured bonds nearly balances each
other, therefore we see negligible changes in the evolution of
average coordination numbers, as illustrated in Fig. 1. At big
Mn = 8.6, however, the number of ruptured bonds is high,
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FIG. 2. Evolution in the ensemble-averaged coordination num-
ber relative to the quiescent value as a function of strain γ at two
different applied Mason numbers of (a), (c), (e) Mn = 0.2 and (b),
(d), (f) Mn = 8.6. Role of different state variables on the overall
bond loss rate is explored: (a), (b) Attraction strength is changed
from weak to strong, keeping the interaction range and volume
fraction constant; (c), (d) Attraction range is changed from short
to long range, keeping their strength and volume fraction constant;
and (e), (f) Colloid volume fraction is varied at constant pair particle
interaction. Data for U0/kBT = 6 at κa = 30 and φ = 0.2 are taken
from Ref. [24].

and considerably fewer bonds are formed because the bond
dynamics is now primarily controlled by the strong shear
forces.

Yielding of soft glassy materials, in general, can be a com-
plex concept that may lack a universally accepted description
[1]. However, in this study, we confidently conclude that the
gel has yielded at γ = 1 based on visual inspection of the
flowing system, velocity profiles, and rheological responses
during gel deformation. Therefore, the bonds that break within
the initial unit of applied strain are considered responsible for
the yielding of the gel structure. In the first step, we identify
and mark these bonds throughout the structure of the quies-
cent gel prior to deformation. Our objective is to determine
the most characteristic feature of these broken bonds. Our
recent findings indicate that the coordination number of the

FIG. 3. Number of newly formed and ruptured bonds per parti-
cle at Mn values of (a), (c), (e) 0.2 and (b), (d), (f) 8.6. Data for
U0/kBT = 6 at κa = 30 and φ = 0.2 are taken from Ref. [24].

bond-sharing particles or their lifetime under gelation does not
exhibit any correlation with the occurrence of broken bonds
during initial yielding of the structure [24]. On the other hand,
it is well established that bonds within the gel structure that
accumulate strains/stresses lead to localized microyielding
events. However, localization of the stress/strain does not
necessarily align with the states of self-stress or particle-
level measures of the system. Instead, a global network-level
measure must be considered to pinpoint the bonds with the
highest degrees of strain localization. This is because the
rupture event itself, and the following relaxation of the bonds
following a rupture, propagates through the particle network.
To establish a correlation between bond characteristics and
the yielding behavior, it is imperative to employ a network-
level measure. In this study, we represent the gel structure
as a single connected component encompassing all particles.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) provide a schematic representation of
a gel structure depicted as a network of nodes and edges.
In any interconnected network, edge betweenness centrality
(EBC), denoted as Bi j , precisely defines the characteristic of
each edge or bond as a numerical indicator of its importance to
the entire network. EBC inherently captures both global and
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FIG. 4. (a) A typical snapshot of colloidal gel structure, (b) representation of the same structure as a network of nodes and edges, and
(c) visualizing the EBC values for a typical colloidal network.

local features of the network. The calculation of EBC for a
bond in any given network is based on the percentage of all
shortest paths between network pairs that traverse the bond.
The EBC value of a bond e in the network is computed as

Bi j =
∑

a �=b

σ (a, b|e)/σ (a, b), (1)

where σ (a, b) is the total number of shortest pathways con-
necting every pair of a and b nodes in the system, and
σ (a, b|e) is the number of shortest paths that include bond
e in their sequence. In Fig. 4(c), higher EBC values within
the network are color coded with warmer colors, indicating
a higher probability of these bonds appearing on the path
between any given pairs of nodes within the colloidal network.

In the gel structures studied, deformation is applied to the
boundaries of the calculation box, leading to a strain/stress
localization at seemingly random bonds throughout the sys-
tem. Our hypothesis is that bonds with a higher likelihood of
being involved in the transmission of stress and strain across
the structure are more likely to experience stress localization.
Conversely, the removal of a bond with higher edge between-
ness centrality (compared to lower EBC values) will have a
significant impact on the communication between remaining
pairs of nodes through their shortest paths. This can result in
a loss of overall load-bearing pathways within the system.

Recent research has also demonstrated that locations with
high centrality are the potential sites of failure in disordered
materials [35].

Figure 5 illustrates the probability distribution of the edge
betweenness centrality of the bonds in the quiescent gel struc-
ture prior to shear deformation. The distributions generally
exhibit a wide power-law tail, resembling a Gamma distribu-
tion, as indicated by the dashed lines. Only a small fraction of
bonds exhibit high centrality. Our recent research has demon-
strated that the loss of these high centrality bonds significantly
impacts the overall modulus of the gel [36]. For a fixed
attraction range and constant particle concentration, the distri-
bution widens minimally by changing the attraction strength
from U0/kBT = 6 to U0/kBT = 30 [Fig. 5(a)]. Similarly, the
EBC distribution shows slight variations when the attraction
range is changed from short to long range [Fig. 5(b)]. On the
contrary, increasing the volume fraction of solids results in
a nonmonotonic pattern of change in EBC, with a relatively
short power-law tail. At higher concentrations, there is a rel-
atively short power-law tail due to the significant increase in
pathways between different pairs of particles within the struc-
ture, resulting in a more uniform distribution of centralities
[Fig. 5(c)].

Given that the bonds broken during yielding and their
initial EBC values are known, it becomes straightforward
to calculate the probability function of bond rupture based

FIG. 5. Probability distributions of edge betweenness centrality of quiescently formed colloidal gels with different: (a) attraction strengths,
(b) attraction ranges, and (c) volume fractions of solid. The dashed lines represent the Gamma function’s fit to the distributions. Data for
U0/kBT = 6 at κa = 30 and φ = 0.2 are taken from Ref. [24].
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FIG. 6. Probability of bond rupture for different populations of
edge betweenness centralities for colloidal gels with different attrac-
tion strengths (◦), attraction range (�), and solid volume fraction
(�), under one unit of strain at the two different rates of Mn = 0.2
(open symbols) and 8.6 (filled symbols). Warmer hues are used to
color-code data for increasing attraction strength, range, and solid
volume fraction. Data for U0/kBT = 6 at κa = 30 and φ = 0.2 are
taken from Ref. [24].

on EBC. Figure 6 presents the fraction of bonds that have
ruptured relative to their original edge betweenness centrality
for a total applied deformation of γ = 1.0. To obtain this
measurement, EBC distributions are divided into 20 equal
percentiles based on the power-law characteristic of the dis-
tribution, and the fraction of broken bonds is then determined
for each partition. For instance, a P(Nbroken,Bi j /NBi j ) = 0.3
indicates that 30% of the bonds with that specific EBC value
are broken during this deformation period. Regardless of the
variation in state variables, the results in Fig. 6 clearly indicate
that the bonds with higher centralities are more frequently
broken in both applied Mason numbers. In virtually all cases
studied, more than half of the bonds with high EBC values
are broken within the first unit of applied strain. This find-
ing is significant, particularly considering the fact that within
this relatively small deformation window, only a very small
fraction of the total bonds are broken. Even for very weak
and short-range attractions, where natural bond rupture due to
thermal fluctuations increases the likelihood of bond rupture
overall, the general trend remains consistently unchanged.
It is important to note that the threshold γ = 1.0 is not a
rigid cutoff. We observed no significant change in behavior
when adjusting this critical strain value used to determine
the fraction of broken bonds around that point. One could,
however, pose a question: if bonds with higher EBCs are more
likely to localize stresses, why are not all of them ruptured

during yielding? Figure 4(c) illustrates that bonds with high
EBC values are commonly found adjacent to one another,
especially in strands of particles as opposed to clusters. This
is because any path crossing one of these bonds inevitably
crosses the other. Nevertheless, in avalanchelike yielding and
fluidization of gels, similar to snap of a rubber band, when a
given bond ruptures, others in its vicinity can relax and do not
undergo breakage. As a result, with roughly half of the high
EBC bonds broken, the entire structure can relax, and the rest
of the bonds remain unbroken.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, this study demonstrates that edge between-
ness centrality within the structure of a soft glassy system
provides a robust measure of failure points during yielding
events. Through systematic variation of different gelation state
variables, including the strength and range of interparticle
attraction, as well as the fraction of colloids, we have consis-
tently found that high EBC bonds are the topological origins
of yielding in colloidal gels. Remarkably, this unified per-
spective holds true regardless of the applied deformation rate,
which is known to significantly influence the time-dependent
structure evolution of the particle network. The network-
based picture of yielding presented here is consistent with
previous reports that describe yielding as a local shear lo-
calization phenomenon, also offering quantitative predictabil-
ity of the specific locations of these local microyielding
events.

One can engage in a meaningful discussion regarding the
implications of these findings in real-world materials and ex-
periments. To ascertain whether the EBC criterion genuinely
determines bond rupture and the eventual yielding of a gel,
continuous imaging of the structure during deformation is
necessary, albeit more challenging. However, given the rapid
advancement of experimental techniques [13,37], we remain
optimistic that such experiments can and will be conducted
in the future. On the other hand, since edge betweenness
centrality can be utilized independently to identify failure lo-
cations within a gel structure a priori, and solely based on the
initial topology of the particle network, it offers an approach
for the targeted design of soft glassy materials. For example,
one can employ different preshear or processing techniques
to strengthen these high EBC modes, or deliberately design
structures with desired EBC values through training of the
microstructure [38–40].
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